1. Mrs. Brown was born ____________ May 15, 1935 _____ New Zeland.
   a. in / in
   b. on / in
   c. in / on
   d. on/on
   e. at / in

2. A: Was there __________ in the car with Mason?
   B: No, he was alone. There was __________ with him.
   a. no one / no one
   b. anyone / someone
   c. anyone / no one
   d. someone / anyone
   e. no one / someone

3. In the year 2010, they __________ regular flights to the moon.
   a. will have been operated
   b. will have been operating
   c. will be operating
   d. will be operated
   e. will have operate

4. Students __________ be in class before the teacher and __________ smoke. It is the school rule.
   a. need to / needn’t
   b. have to / mustn’t
   c. must / don’t have to
   d. can / ought not to
   e. must / shouldn’t
5. Nobody understands her, ____________?
   a. doesn’t he
   b. isn’t it
   c. don’t they
   d. do they
   e. doesn’t she

6. World peace will not be secure unless ____________________________.
   a. there was a drop in the birth-rate of developed countries
   b. mankind has not been dealing with the problem of war
   c. hydrogen bombs were used
   d. all nuclear weapons are eliminated
   e. minority interests were satisfied

7. Noise has long been known to cause sleeplessness ____________________________.
   a. but there was no trace of poison in the coffee that the chemist analyzed
   b. that it is ridiculous to become angry about such an insignificant matter
   c. and now other studies are linking it to a wide range of mental and physical disturbances
   d. the noise was so indistinct that it was impossible to understand what it was
   e. so, ironically, another source of sleeplessness is sleep itself.

8. Heart disease is the most common cause of death in Britain today, ____________________.
   a. so it is not an important issue
   b. therefore people are happy with having it
   c. so it is very important to take action against the causes of it
   d. and there was almost nothing we could do
   e. because raising cig taxes reduce smoking.

It is widely believed that the medical science has been gradually and systematically reducing civilization’s diseases. In the past, ___________ (9) ignorance and superstition that resulted in epidemics like the medieval plagues. However, during the 19th and 20th centuries, scientists finally managed to discover ___________ (10) infectious diseases and began to cure them with drugs and immunization. Above all, improved technology and advances in anesthesia enabled surgeons to carry out sophisticated operations; penicillin and antibiotics helped complete the advance. And yet, some people disagree. They point out that more credit ought to be given to social reformers ___________ (11) for purer water and better sewage disposal so that ___________ (12). It is their opinion that the drugs and antibiotics merely speeded up the process. ___________ (13) this contribution was valuable, it didn’t lower the level of disease in general.
9. a. it was the combination of  
    b. that the combination of  
    c. the combination of  
    d. there had been the combination of

10. a. that caused  
    b. whichever caused  
    c. causing  
    d. what caused

11. a. whose campaigns  
    b. who campaigned  
    c. campaigned  
    d. being campaigned

12. a. to improve living standards  
    b. it is improving living standards  
    c. living standards must have been improved  
    d. living standards could be improved

13. a. In spite of  
    b. But  
    c. Although  
    d. In addition

14. Jack Hudson, the famous criminal, was last seen in April 1999.
   a. Jack Hudson didn’t see anyone in April 1999.  
   b. No one saw Jack Hudson until April 1999.  
   c. Jack Hudson was not seen before April 1999.  
   d. No one has seen Jack Hudson since April 1999.

15. I regret to say that we don’t accept any form of payment other than cash.
   a. I fear that we may not be able to use either our credit cards or cheques in this place.  
   b. I’m nervous about whether they will accept our non cash payment at this location.  
   c. I’m sorry to inform you that the only way you can pay for these things here is with money.  
   d. I’m sorry, but customers aren’t allowed to pay for things with foreign currency.

16. Jane asked her boss if she might have an afternoon off to do her birthday shopping.
   a. Jane asked her boss whether she could leave her birthday shopping.  
   b. Jane permitted her boss to do his birthday shopping in the afternoon.  
   c. Jane wondered whether her boss could go for her birthday shopping.  
   d. ‘May I have this afternoon off to do my birthday shopping’ Jane asked her boss.

17. Andrew : Have you read the Government’s new report concerning health and safety legislations?
   James : Not yet. But I do intend to.
   Andrew: ______________________
   James : I’ll let you know. It has certainly aroused a lot of interest.

   a. I shouldn’t bother. There is nothing of interest in it.
b. In that case I’ll give you my copy.

c. It’s short and to the point since it gives a full account of the causes of the problem.

d. Yes, you should. I’ll be interested to hear what you think about it.

18. Jake : Would you like to go to the cinema on Saturday?
Helen: That sounds like a good idea.
Jake : ______________________
Helen: Well, let’s see something funny. I like comedies.
Jake : OK. I’ll come round to your house at about five on Saturday.

a. Do you want to see anything in particular?
b. I think we should see a comedy.
c. How about having supper before the film?
d. By the way, does your sister want to join us?
e. Where shall we meet then?

19. Jim : Good morning, Mr. Jones. How are you this morning?
Mr. Jones: Pretty good for Monday. ______________________
Jim : So do I, especially after I turn in late the night before.

a. As you know weekends spoil me.
b. I surely hate to get up early on Monday morning.
c. I usually sleep late on Saturday and Sunday.
d. Starting a new week makes me feel good.
e. I have a lot of work to do this week.

20. ______________________. In other words, all our power is based upon the control of natural sources, in the sense that the energy or fuel oil is never man-made. It already exists as in the wind and in rivers; it may be stored up as in oil or coal or uranium.

a. Man derives energy from many different sources
b. All our sources of power are “natural”
c. Energy is as indestructible as matter itself
d. Power can be defined as energy under control

21. There are times when I find it almost impossible to read for pleasure. Of course, I read for a living, as an editor for a publishing firm, I spend much of my working day with manuscripts, proofs, newspapers and magazines. Also, many evenings and weekends are consumed by book I have to read in order to keep up. Some of this reading gives me pleasure; ______________________.

a. admittedly, editing new books for publication is a job that is really to be done leisurely
b. obviously, some people seem not to have much of a taste for detective and mystery novels
c. therefore, anyone interested in literature had to devote much time to the great classics of the world
d. yet, it is not the kind of pleasure I once regularly got from literature
22. How old is backgammon. Historians are not sure about the exact time when the game originated. ______________________ . It is now assumed that the game existed five thousand years ago. Moreover, a similar board was discovered among the treasures in the tomb of an Egyptian king, from around 1500 B.C. From some ancient wall paintings showing people playing a table game, backgammon is also thought to have been popular among Egyptians.

a. However, when archaeologists excavated the ancient Sumerian city of Ur, they found game boards that closely resembled early backgammon boards  
b. Spanish explorers in the sixteenth century described the Aztecs in Mexico playing the game  
c. It is the fastest growing game in popularity and has millions of dedicated players  
d. Backgammon is regarded in America as an exotic, unfamiliar game

23. 1. In all ages and in all countries, poetry has been written, eagerly read and listened to by all kinds and conditions of people.  
2. Poetry is as universal as language and almost as ancient.  
3. It has also been regarded as something central to reach man’s existence.  
4. Why? Because it has give them pleasure, but this is not the whole answer.

a. 1,2,3,4  
b. 2,1,4,3  
c. 2,4,1,3  
d. 1,3,2,4

24. 1. Without advertising, commercial television companies would have to close down.  
2. However, it must be remembered that TV companies rely on the income from commercials to pay for their programs.  
3. In recent years, the amount of advertising on television has increased dramatically.  
4. Many people think that advertisements should be banned because they interrupt their enjoyment of programs.

a. 3,4,2,1  
b. 4,3,1,2  
c. 1,2,3,4  
d. 3,2,4,1

25. 1. A pet in the family helps to keep people in touch with the more natural animal world.  
2. Moreover, when a child cares for a pet, this helps him to grow up into a loving adult who feels responsible for those dependent on him.  
3. This is particularly important for children who are living in big cities.  
4. Because seeing an animal give birth brings understanding of the naturalness of childbirth, or seeing a pet die helps a child cope with sorrow.

a. 4,1,3,2  
b. 4,3,1,2  
c. 1,2,3,4  
d. 1,3,4,2

26. (I) The Morley Gallery has once again caught the attention of the public. (II) Its exhibition program is richly varied and focused on the less well-known painters. (III) The Gallery is situated on the outskirts of London, but within easy reach of metro. (IV) In the current exhibition, some of the paintings of Joseph Hayward, a promising young painter, are on the show.

a. I  
b. II  
c. III  
d. IV
27. (I) The present age is faced with many problems. (II) Some people are particularly good at solving problems. (III) While the population of the world increases, so does the demand for food. (IV) In the future there may be a hungry world.

a. I  
b. II  
c. III  
d. IV

28. (I) Growing numbers of critics are demanding that research in nuclear power come to a halt. (II) The critics maintain that nuclear power plants have not developed sufficient safeguards against mechanical failures. (III) Nuclear Regulatory Commission safety requirements are quite strict. (IV) Those opposed to continued research insist that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which was formed to supervise research in nuclear power, is actually biased in favour of the production of nuclear power.

a. I  
b. II  
c. III  
d. IV

29. While on holiday in New York, you get lost driving and find yourself in a particularly bad neighborhood. You just want to get back to your hotel, but have no idea how to get there. You see a policeman walking on the pavement, so you drive up next to him and ask:

a. Is this really Harlem? I've heard so much about it and seen it in films.

b. Exactly where am I? I don't like the look of this neighborhood.

c. Could you recommend a good hotel around here? I'm tired of driving.

d. Could you help me? I'm trying to find my way back to my hotel.

30. You borrow your friend's bicycle to go to the shop and neglect to lock it up when you go inside. When you come out of the shop, you discover that it's been stolen. You feel horrible about it as you know it's entirely your fault. When you see your friend, you apologize and offer:

a. I'm sorry, but you should have told me there were vandals around here who damage bicycles.

b. You should never have lent me your bike. You know how irresponsible I am.

c. I feel very bad about your bike. I really don't understand how it got broken.

d. I'm terribly sorry. Your bike got stolen, but I'll get you a new one.

31. While walking to work one day, you see an old man slip and fall on the pavement. You decide to do what you can to assist him, so you go up to him and say:

a. Are you okay, Sir? Do you need any help?

b. Aren't you a bit old to be out on your own?

c. You must feel awkward. What happened to you?

d. You really must be more careful. It's slippery.

32. You are on holiday, trying to find a hotel room when you come upon one that looks quite nice. One of your main concerns is the shower. You like having a shower at night, but hate a cold shower. To determine whether this is the room for you, you inquire of the receptionist:

a. Do you mind if I have a shower at night?

b. What time does the hotel close?

c. Is the tap water safe enough for a shower?
d. Is the hot water on twenty-four hours a day?

33.- 36. soruların parçası göre cevaplayınız.

Alcatraz Island in San Francisco Bay was discovered in 1775 by the Spanish explorer Ayala. He never set foot on it, but noted that it was inhabited entirely by pelicans, after which he named it. It served, in turn, as an army fortress, a military prison, and finally as the most frightening prison for criminals in America, known as ‘Devil’s Island’. Tourists now view the cells where famous criminals such as Al Capone, Machine Gun Kelly, and many others were jailed.

33. Alcatraz Island is known as ‘Devil’s Island’ because ___________________________.
   a. it was discovered in 1775  
   b. pelicans lived on it  
   c. the people were afraid of the prison on it  
   d. Al Capone was jailed there

34. The explorer of the island ___________________________.
   a. never went to island  
   b. was a prisoner on the island  
   c. saw that it wasn’t inhabited by pelicans when he went there  
   d. he gave his name to the island

35. Which of the following is NOT true about the island?
   a. there was a prison on it  
   b. Ayala lived on the island  
   c. there aren’t any criminals on it now  
   d. some famous criminals were jailed on it

36. ‘it’ in line 3 refers to ___________________________.
   a. the island  
   b. the pelicans  
   c. San Francisco  
   d. the prison
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